
Welcome to Stonelight
Welcome to Stonelight’s Crazy Magic Tournament, 
a place where the fun and craziness never end. 
Players collect spells and ingredients to fight in 
crazy magic battles. To win the game, you must 
collect 6 Magic Stones while at the same time 
trying to prevent your opponents from fulfilling 
their plans. But beware: each of the 6 unique 
Characters possesses spells that will create 
chaos and sabotage your progress.



WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

SETUP

1 Rulebook
1 Game Board
80 Resource cards 
24 Spell cards
36 Target cards

Place the Game Board in the center of 
the table, within reach of the players.

Place all Tokens within 
reach of the players.

Place the Magic Stones and dice 
in a pile on the game board.

Each player chooses 
1 Character, then 
chooses 1 Familiar 
card.

Each player takes 
the Character cards 
corresponding to all the 
characters you will be 
using during this game. For 
example, in a 4-player game, 
each player should have 4 
Character cards.   

Shuffle the Spell cards into a face-down 
Spell deck and place it in the Library area. 

Take 1 copy of each Character card you will 
be using during this game, shuffle them into a 
face-down Random Roulette deck and place it 

in the Random Roulette area.

Each player draws a random Spell card.

Separate all Resource cards 
into their own Piles. Place them 

face down in their respective 
areas, as indicated on the Game 
Board. Turn the top card of each 

Resource Pile face up.

Each player draws 4 Resource 
cards from the Resource Piles: 2 

as indicated on their Familiar 
card, and another 2 of their 

choice. Place these cards 
face up on the table.

Your play area should now look like 
the Layout below.

6 Familiar cards
6 Character cards
6 Dice
32 Tokens
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GAMEPLAY
Stonelight is played over a number of rounds. It’s a dynamic free-for-all game, where everyone plays at the 
same time and every action is resolved with “1,2,3, BOOM!”
Each round has 3 phases:

A. Magic Stone Roulette
B. Resource Collection
C. Magic Battle

At the beginning of each round, a Magic Stone is given to 
a random player. Draw the top Character card from the 
Random Roulette deck to determine who receives it, then 
shuffle the card back into the deck.

A. MAGIc STONE ROULETTE



B. cOLLEcTION

1. Each player secretly selects one of the 4 Rooms 
they would like to explore. When everyone is 
ready, all players toss their Character card 
onto the Room of their choice, on the count of 
“1, 2, 3, BOOM!”

2. Each player checks their Character’s Abilities 
and resolves them accordingly. 

3. After the abilities are resolved, the Priority 
of each character must be determined (see 
‘Priority’).

4. In each Room, the player(s) with the highest 
Character Priority draw(s) 2 Resource cards 
of their choice. Any remaining players draw 1 
Resource card of their choice. Spell cards in 
the Library are considered Resources. 

5. All players take their Character card back into 
their hand.

6. Refill the supply of Resources by flipping 
the top Resource card of each face-up deck 
(unless the top card is already face up).

NOTE: players may only draw face-
up Resource cards. Players in the 
Spellbook Room take Spell cards 
from the top of the Spell Deck.



c. MAGIc BATTLE

1. Each player chooses 1 Spell card from their Hand, as well as 1 Character card to target (players may select 
their own Character card).

2. When everyone is ready, all players reveal their target and their Spell card on the count of “1, 2, 3, BOOM!” 
3. Resolve the Spells in order. Each Spell card shows a predetermined Spell Priority in the top right corner 

(see ‘Priority’).
4. All players take the Character card and Spell card they just played back into their hand.

Once all Spell Priority values for the Magic Battle have been determined, players resolve their actions in turn, 
starting with the player who has the highest Spell Priority.

NOTE: to cast a Spell, Characters must have sufficient Resources. If they have insufficient Resources, the Spell is 
canceled and they lose 1 Magic Stone in the process.

EXAMPLE: Darky casts a “Dragon of Chaos” spell on Frosty (Priority 8). Foxy casts a “Copycast 
Gryphon” spell on Darky (Priority 7). Frosty casts a “Guardian Fairy” spell (Priority 1) on herself. Darky 
has the highest Spell Priority. She randomly changes the target of Frosty’s spell, which is now Darky. 
Next, Foxy casts her spell. She copies Darky’s spell and decides to choose a new target: Frosty. She 
does this because changing the target of her own spell or Darky’s spell will not result in anything. 
This means the target of Frosty’s spell



PRIORITY

cARdS

RANdOM TARGETING

All Characters start the game with a Priority of 0. Abilities 
and Spells can modify your Character Priority value.
Spell cards have a specific Spell Priority value, as indicated 
at the top right of each card. The Priority value of spells 
cannot be modified.

REMEMBER: If 2 or more players have the same Character 
Priority or Spell Priority values, players roll a die to 
determine who goes first.

Some Spells and Abilities require a random target. In 
this case, draw the top Character card from the Random 
Roulette deck to determine the target, then shuffle the 
card back into the deck.

RESOURcES

LIMITEd

PRIORITY TITLE

dEScRIPTION

FAMILIAR



WINNING

2 PLAYERS VARIANT

A card with the keyword ‘Limited’ prevents you from targeting the same Character twice in a row. After playing a 
card with this keyword, place the corresponding Character card you wish to target with this Spell on the table. As 
long as that Character card is on the table, you cannot target it with other Spells. Return the Character card to your 
hand at the end of the next Magic Battle phase.

Some cards require you to place a Token on a player to indicate 
that a persistent effect is present on the target, such as a ‘+1 
Priority’ or a ‘Love Charm’.

The game ends immediately as soon as any player collects their 6th Magic Stone. That player is the winner. If 2 or 
more players manage to collect their 6th Magic Stone at the same time, they share the victory.

LIMITEd

TOKENS

If only 2 people will play, some extra rules need to be followed. .

1. Collection Phase.
• There are only 2 rooms (Resources and Spell Library)

2. Combat Phase. 
• Randomly reveal 1 extra spell casted on a random player. This spell is chosen from a special deck 

containing the following cards: Servant Golem, Love’s Protection, Haste, Kindness, Misdirection
• Since the spell is not casted by any other player, cards like dispel, cannot be used to prevent these 

spells.
3. Limited Keyword.

• The limited rules will be read as follows: “A card with the keyword limited can only be played one other 
2 turns. After you resolve a card with the Limited keyword, keep it on the table for the next 2 combat 
phases, then return it to your hand”.

4. Specific rules in cards.
• Darky’s and Thiefy’s ability are “Limited”.
• Magic Contest reads “ Target Player randomly chooses a player. That player receives 2 

Magic Stones”.
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